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Archaeological Monitoring & Recording at Bradstow Car Sales Forecourt, 

Boundary Road, Ramsgate, Kent 

NGR: 638468 165397 

Site Code: BCSR07 

1.0 SUMMARY 

In January 2007, Swale and Thames Archaeological Survey Company carried out a 
programme of archaeological monitoring and recording at Bradstow Car Sales, Boundary 

Road, Ramsgate. The works were carried out on behalf of Jenner (Contractors) Limited 
during the demolition of existing building and construction of 18 flats in two blocks with 
underground parking (Planning Application Number: FfTH/06/0605). 

The monitoring and recording revealed no archaeological features and no finds were 
recovered. The deposit model on site comprised existing surfaces directly overlying made 

ground suggesting that former groundworks associated with localised quarrying had most 
likely removed any topsoil/subsoil and truncated the upper levels of the existing geology. As a 
result any archaeological features that may have been present have since been destroyed. 

2.0 INTRODUCTION 

2.1 Planning Background 

A planning application (PAN: FITHI0610605) for the demolition of existing building and 
construction of 18 fiats in two blocks with underground parking (Figure 1) was submitted to 

Thanet District Council. Kent County Council Heritage and Conservation (KCCHC), on behalf 
of Thanet District Council requested that an Archaeological Watching Brief be undertaken in 
order to record any archaeological remains uncovered during associated groundworks. The 
following condition was attached to the planning consent: 

AR4 No development shall take place until the applicant, or their agents or successors in 

title, has secured the implementation of a watching brief to be undertaken by an 
archaeologist approved by the Local Planning Authority so that the excavation is 
observed and items of interest and finds are recorded. The watching brief shall be in 
accordance with a written programme and specification, which has been submitted to 

and approved by the Local Planning Authority. 

Reason: To ensure that features of archaeological interest are properly 

examined and recorded. 

(Thanet District Council. TOWN AND COUNTY PLANNING ACT 1990, TOWN AND COUNTY PLANNING ORDER 

1995: Notification of Grant of Permission to Develop Land, Application FfTH/06/0605 Condition 03) 
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2.2 Schedule of Visits 
An Archaeological Project Officer attended the site and monitored excavation works on the 
following dates: 

81h January 2007 
10lh January 2007 

161h January 2007 

181h January 2007 
291h January 2007 

2.3 Aims and Objectives 

The purpose of the monitoring and recording, as specified by Kent County Council was to: 

'contribute to knowledge of the Isle of Thanet through the recording of the archaeological 

remains exposed as a result of excavations in connection with the groundworks' (KCC 2007: 3.1) 

In addition, objectives of the monitoring were: 

• To ensure the archaeological excavation and monitoring of all aspects of the 
development programme likely to affect buried archaeological remains 

• To secure the adequate recording of any archaeological remains revealed by the 
development programme 

• To secure the full analysis and interpretation of the site archive and the appropriate 

publication of the project results, if required 

• To secure the analysis, long term conservation and storage of the project archive 

The specific archaeological requirements of the project are summarised below; 

• Monitoring of all ground works 
• Mitigation by a programme of archaeological excavation and recording in the event 

that archaeological remains are encountered 
• Post-excavation and publication, where required 

2.4 Proposed Groundworks 

The groundworks involved; 

• Excavation of foundations and sunken car park 
• Excavation of services 
• Landscaping 

2.5 Confidence Rating 

No factors hindered the recognition of archaeological and geological deposits during the 
monitoring and recording exercise. 
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3.0 ARCHAEOLOGICAL & GEOLOGICAL BACKGROUND 

Thanet is generally rich in archaeological remains and there is known Roman activity in the 

vicinity of the application site. A Romano-British burial urn was found 350m south west of the 

site in the cemetery of St George's church in 1948 (Kent SMR No.: TR 36 NE 46). Around 

400m to the east Roman burials and pottery were found in the nineteenth century on Thanet 

Road (SMR Ref No.: TR 36 NE 35) and Roman coins and pottery are recorded 360m to the 

southeast beneath the Granville Hotel site on Truro Road (SMR Ref No.: TR 36 NE 34) (KCC 

2007:2.1). 

Although many parts of the site have been developed in the last 150 years, examination of 

superseded Ordnance Survey maps shows that other parts do not appear to have been built 

on and that there may therefore be surviving archaeological remains present there (KCC 

2007:2.2). 

4.0 METHODOLOGY 

The monitoring was conducted in accordance with standard operating procedure as adopted 

by Kent County Council and included within the specification (Appendix B) and also complied 
with the Institute of field Archaeologists' Standards and Guidance for Archaeological 

Watching Briefs (1999). The archaeological monitoring comprised the observation of all 
groundworks, including the inspection of subsoil and natural deposits for archaeological 
features and finds. The examination of spoil and the recording of soils profiles were carried 

out following excavation. 

A single context recording system was used to record the deposits. A full list is presented in 

Appendix 1. Layers and fills are recorded (100). The cut of the feature is shown [100]. Context 
numbers were assigned to all deposits for recoding purposes; these are used in the report (in 

bold). 

5.0 RESULTS 

5.1 General 
Truncation during the construction of the overlying concrete slab had occurred to the natural 
geological deposits. 

5.2 Deposit Model 

A common stratigraphy was revealed across the entire site: 

O.OOm - 0.15m (100) 

0.15m - c.2.30m+ (101) 

Construction of overburden and surfaces comprising concrete 
slabs, tarmac surfaces and layers of stone hardcore. Modern 

construction layers and present surfaces 
Dark brown sand clay with moderate gravels, chalk and 

concrete lumps. Made ground 

No archaeological features were revealed and no finds were present throughout the duration 
of the groundworks. Natural Upper Chalk was reached on occasion at depths between 2m 
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and 3.3m suggesting that the majority, if not all of the site had been subjected to past 

quarrying activity. At no point throughout the duration of the project were upper surfaces of 
intact natural geological deposits recognised. 

6.0 FINDS 

No archaeological finds were recovered during the course of the monitoring exercise. 

7.0 DISCUSSION 

The archaeological monitoring and recording carried out at Bradstow Car Sales, Boundary 
Road revealed that former groundworks associated with the quarrying had most likely 

removed any topsoi l/subsoi l and truncated the upper levels of the existing geology. As a 
result any archaeological features that may have been present have since been destroyed. 

8.0 CONCLUSION 

Archaeological monitoring and recording has been successful in fulfi lling the primary aims and 
objectives of the Specification. No buried archaeological remains have been affected as a 
result of the development programme. 
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APPENDIX 1 - Kent County Council SMR Summary Form 

Site Name: Bradstow Car Sales SWAT Site Code: BCSR07 

Site Address: 
Boundary Road, Ramsgate 

Summary: 
In January 2007, Swale and Thames Archaeological Survey Company carried out a 

programme of archaeological monitoring and recording at Bradstow Car Sales, Boundary 

Road, Ramsgate. The works were carried out on behalf of Jenner (Contractors) Limited 
during the demolition of existing building and construction of 18 flats in two blocks with 

underground parking (Planning Application Number: FfTH/06/0605). 

The monitoring and recording revealed no archaeological features and no finds were 
recovered. The deposit model on site comprised existing surfaces directly overlying made 

ground suggesting that former groundworks associated with localised quarrying had most 
likely removed any topsoil/subsoil and truncated the upper levels of the existing geology. As a 

result any archaeological features that may have been present have since been destroyed. 

DistrictJU nitary: Thanet I Parish: Ramsgate 

Period(s): 
Tentative: Modern 

NGR (centre of site: 8 figures): 638468165397 

(NB iflarge or linear site give multiple N GRs) 

Type of archaeological work (delete) 
Archaeological Monitoring and Recording 
Date of Recording: 8'" January 2007, 10'" January 2007, 16'" January 2007, 18'" January 

2007, 291h January 2007 

Unit undertaking recording: Swale & Thames Survey Company (SWAT) 

Geology: Upper Chalk 

Title and author of accompanying report: 
Britchfield, 0 (2007) Archaeological Monitoring and Recording at Bradstow Car Sales Site, 
Boundary Road, Ramsgate, Kent. Swale & Thames Archaeological Survey Company 

Summary of fieldwork results (begin with earliest period first, add NGRs where 
appropriate) 

As above 

(cont. on attached sheet) 

Location of archivelfinds: 

Contact at Unit: Dr P Wilkinson I Date: 27'h July 2007 
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APPENDIX 1 - Figures 
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ORDNAH::E SURVEY MAP REFERENCe: SCALE 1 :'~ 

Fig.1 Location of site of proposed development within Ramsgate, Kent (NGR: 638468 

165397) 
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